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Physics. - ti On the Theory of LIPPMANN'S Oapillat'y Etectl'ometer". 
By Prof. W. EINTHOVEN (Communicated by Prof. T. ZAAIJER.) 

In a paper on the capillary electrometer and on the action currents 
of the muscle HERMANN 1) has put forward tbe statement, that the 
results obtained by BURCH 2) aDd myself 3) in the investigation of 
the motioll of the mercury in the capillary electrometer are imme_ 
dinte consequences of his theorJ, alld that since BURCH and I should 
have obtaincd ernpirically our resuHs, they ought to be regarded as 
a "schöne Bestätig.ung:'~ of _his tbcory. An. answer of BURCH4) here
upon has already appeared. 

In answering HER~fANN I will try by means of some new expe~ 
riments to advance somewhat our knowledge of the laws govermng 
the motion of the mercury in the capillary electrometer. 

On a former occasion I have given the equation: 

dy 
dT = C (y*-y) • • • • • • • (1) 

where C is a constant, y the distance the meniscus has moved from 
its zero position at the time rand y* tbe distance i.he meniscus 
would have moved if the P. D. of the poles of the capillaryelectro
meter at the time T had been constantly applied. 

In order to obtain for all capillary electrometel's comparable values 
of tbe constant, we shall in th is paper always measure the time T 
in seconds 5), whereas y and y* will be given in arbitrary but equa! 
units. The value of 0 is apparently unaffected by a change of the 
unit in which y and y* are measured. The constant C is, as I re
marked on a farmer occal:!ion, determined by the properties of the 
instrument, especially by the mechanica} friction in the capillary 
and the ohmic resistance w in the circuit; the precise relation 
between C and w I did not mention till now, but it will be given 
in the following. 

HERMANN thmks th at the mentioned relation is very simpIe, and 
assumes that C varies as the inverse of w. The equatioll his theory 

') PFLÜGER'S Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol. 1896, Bd. 63, S. 440. 
2) Philosoph. Transact. of tbe Roya} Soc. London, 1892, Vol. 183, p. 81. 
ol) Pl'LUGER'S Arcb. f. d. ges. Physiol. 1894, Bd. 56, S. 528 nnd 1895, Bd. 60, S. 91. 
4) Proceedings of the Royal Soc. London, 1896, Vol. 60, p. 329. 
Ii) In formerly gi ven cnlculations of the constant, tbc time wns given in twentieth 

to fiftieth parts of a Becond dependent on the velocity of the photographic pInte, on 
which tbe normal curves were recorded, being 20 to 50 mmo per second. 
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, '[!p f 1.'] ,lt...3 f 1. arrlves at, dluers rom lormu a (1), in havmg - mstean () C, I~ 
W 

being all instrumental constant. 
According to HERMANN formula (1) must be: 1) 

dg lt -=- (y*-y) 
dT w 

This formula represents the fa cts in so far as the increment of 
1 

the resistallce varies directly as the incl'ement of C in accordance 

with what I have said in a former paper and as will be discussed 
further on. This is occasioned by the fact, th at the mechanical 
friction in ths capillary has a similar iu:flnence on the motion of 
the mercury as the ohmic resistance in the circuit. HERMANN 

wrongly concludes that the constant must be proportional to ~ , 
w 

whereas from the experiments is to be inferred only, that it is pro-

portional to 1 • Differently stated HERMANN wrongly assumes a+ bw , 
tbat a = O. 

The error of his formula is to be ascribed to a misconception of 
the actiou of the capillary electrometer. 

He neglects entirely the infiuence of tbe mechanical friction in 
the capillal'y on tbe motion of the meniscus, wbereas this mecha
nical friction is with most capillary electrometers of the foremost 
importance. This may be infel'red from the following, 

Using capillary G 103 and suddenly applying a P. D. remaining 
constant, a normal curve was described, DO additional resistance 
being inserted iD; the circuit. This curve was measured and tbe con
stant, which we will calI C" 2), cletel'mined according to formula (1). 
Then a normal curve was taken with tbe same instrument, aresistanee 
of 0,1 Megohm now being inserted in the circuit, and tbe value of 
the constant, now indicated hy Cl, was determined agaiû. 

l) HER1IANN'S formuln in his own symbols is: 

k E being here identicnl with 9* of formuln (I), 
2) The manner in whieh the const:mt (] is calOlllnted from the ndrlllal Curve ,,'tig 

given formerly, vid. PFLÜGER'S Arch.l. c. 
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1 
was equal to . 

Cl' 
. 0.0815 

» 0.107 

Àrcoràing to HERMANN'S theory it must be possible to calculate 
from thesfl data the internal resistance of the cupillary electrometer. 

Let the Înternal ohmic ref.istance of the capillary electrometer be 
denoted by tUi, the resistance intentionally inserted in the circuit 
U'u, then 

W = Wi + wu, 

h h 
C"=-, and Cl =----

Wi wi + Wu 

hence we must have 

Wi (HERMANN) = 
Cr< (2-_2..) 

Cl C" 

Substituting the values of C", Cl and Wu we obtain 

Wi = 0,320 Megohm. 

Now Wi may be calculated a180 from the dimensions of the oa
pillary, in which case a knowlrdge of the dimensions of the sul
phuric acid thread is principally neceEsary. Calculating the resistance 
from the dimensions, Wi was found 0,029 megohm i henoe more then 
11 times smaller than the amount required by HERMANN'S theory. 

Here follows a table with the correspondent calculations for four 
capillary electrometers. 

T.A.BLE 1. 

Number to, as calculated Ulj as calcuJated 
of thc according to (rom the dimel1llions 

capillary. HERM.A.NN's theory. of the capillury 

G. 103 0,320 Megollm 0,029 Megohm 

13. 101 ],54,5 11 0,124 11 

13. 102 1,411 , 0,101 N 

13. 103 0,665 f( 0,026 f( 
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We see that HERM.A.NN'S theory gives far too high values of Wil 

with the above mentioned four capillary elpctrometers 11 to 25 
times greater than is to be calculated from the dimensions of thc 
apparatus 1). 

The value adopted for the length of the sulphuric acid thread in 
the calculations was one never exceeded in recording the curves, 
hence the figures in the last column of our table are maximum 
values. It seems difficult to misinterpret tbe results described above 
and they are certainly sufficient to refute HERMANN'S theory. 

That really the mechanical friction neglected by HERM.A.NN is of 
primary importance with most capillary electrometers, will be clear 
from lot series of experiments of entirely different charaeter, in which 
the mechanical friction in the capillary was measured in a direct 
mannel' . 

.A capillary tube, aftel' having been used for the recording of 
nOl'mal curves, is placed above a small glass vessel filled with mer
cury in such a manner that the end of the capillary is below the 
surface of the mercury. 

For a short time the air above the mercury in the tube is highly 
compressed so that it flows in the vessel, the free air being admitted 
however immediatelyagain. The mercury continues flowing if there has 
been but once a direct mercury connection between the interior of the 
tube and the vessel. The total quantity of the flow in a given time 
varies according to POISEUILLE'S law directly as the pressure, in 
our case the difference of level between the mercury in the tube 
and the mercury in tbe vesse1. ' 

The flow is continued dUl'ing some hours and the vessel is weighed 
before and af ter the experiment. From the difference of weight, q 
grams, the duration of the flow, T seconds, the mean difference of 
level, D centimetres, can be calculated how many grams of mercury 
Gare pressed through the capillary tube under a pressure of 1 cm. 
in one second, 

G=_fJ_. 
TD 

Let the radius of the capiIlary tube at its point be - l' cm., 
then the mean velocity in a section near the end is 

I) In this communicntion a short account of our reSl1lts must suffice, more pnrti~ 
culllrs concerning the mentioned nnd yet to be glven measurements and cnlcul';t0ns 
will be published elsewhere. ' 
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G 
VO=-2-

'I' '/1:8 

centimetres per second under 1 cm. of mercury pressure ; In this 
formuJa s is the density, whereas Vo is dependent only on the 
mechanical friction. 

Let us suppose that in a capillary electrometer the ohmic resis
tanct' in the circuit is reduct'd to zero, then in our formula (1) the 
constant C is detel'mined only by the mechanical friction in tbe 
capillary 1). We will eall the constant, when this is assumed, k. 
For a given value of y* - y = 16 the formula can then be put 2) 
in the form 

d16 - = 1c16 dT • 

If urepresents tbe displacement of tbc mercury meniscus for 
1 cm. change of mercury pressure, then 

du 
dT= Vo , 

hence also 
Vo = ku. • (2). 

The constant k is, as appears from formula (2), determined only 
by the magnitude of the displacement of the meniscus with a given 
change of preslmre and tbe mechanical friction in the capillary; k 
can be calculated from u and 11 3). 

Moreover Ic can he calculated in an entirely different manner 
viz: from pt. the constants of tbe narmnl curvE's, 1 ecorded without 
and with resistance purposely inserted in the circuit, 2nd• the 
internal resistance of the capil1ary electrometer. For k is tbe con-

I) Vld. on tbis point a farmer paper l.c. 
We remind the reader that V nnd V* denote tbe displllcements from the zerO 

posltion of the menISCus. In formuIa (1) we indicated as tbe cause of tbese dlsplace
ments the change of P. D. between tbe poIes of thc capIllary electrometer, the 
pressure in the capIllnry remammg constant. Tbe formuln remams unchanged if witb 
a constant P. D. the displacements af the meniscus are cllused by a change afpressure 
jn the capillary. 

S) In culculatmg Ic the difterence between t1le friction af tbc sulphuric acid and af 
the mercury in tbe inferiar part of the capillllry has been ne~lecte(l. It was supposeJ 
that tbe frictIOn lU the cnpl11llry electrometer equallcd thnt lil the <,apillnry wben 
totttlly RUed with mercury. The error hereby introdl1Ced is but ama1l and amounts 
only ta a smnll percentage of the finnl result, see the mare detniled publicntion. 
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stant of a l10rtnal curve that would have been recorded by a capil
laT y electrometer if tbe internal resistance could have been annulled. 

l'he double calculation of k bas been made fol' two electrometers, 
and the rE>sults are united in Table Il. 

TAB L E H. 

1 1 
k;::::'-;::::'l --a w, 

Numher 

of 
capillary

cIectrometel 

C" -po 0,1 

calculated flo111 the 1l0l 111 al 

CUl ves nud mternal 

reslstance of capillary 

electrometcr. 

calculated from frICtIOn 
III capllJary aud magnitude 

of displacement of 

mcnlscus hy change of 

piessure 

B.102 

B.I03 

4,59 

2,92 

4,!l5 

2,78 

The agreement between the values of k in the two columns, 
obtained in so different a mannel' and which have required inne
pendent series of measurements is certaillly quite sufficient. 

According to HEHMANN'S theory we must have C = ~ , hence 
tO 

k= 00. 

Let us now consider more closely fOl'rnula (1) 

dy 
-- = C(y* - y) 
dT 

and let us see in what mannel' the rec;istance in the circuit inflllen('es 
thE> value of C. Alteady on a former occasion 1) the normal curves 
of capillary G 103 were examined, recorded with several resistances, 
purposely inserted in the circuit. 

An increase of the resistance with 0,01 megohm 
. 1 

gave an lDcrease of (j . 0,0025 

1 
An increase of 0,1 megohm increased C 

1 
Au increase of 1 megohm incl'eased C 

1) 1. c. Bd. 60. 

0,0255 

0,2545 
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We see, that the increase of the value of ~ varies directly as the 

increase of the resistancf3. Hence it follows immediately that, 

ti and b being constants, determined by the properties of the instru
ment independent upon the internEtl ohmic resistance. 

UI represents the resistance in the circuit in megohms. 
Hence our formula (1) 

now becomes 

dy 
- = C(!J*-Y) 
dT 

dfJ 1 
dT = a + VUl (!J*-Y)· • • • • • • (3) 

. 1 1 . 1 
For UI = 0, IS -. hence the constant k IS equal to-. 

a + bw a' a 
1 

The constant b is the increase of C' when the resistance in the 

circuit is increased with 1 megohm. 
In the subjoined table the values of a and bare given for four 

capillary electrometers. 

TABLE IIL 

Number of 
a b 

the capillary. 

G. 103 0,0741 0,225 

B. 101 0,1599 0,1124 

B ]02 0,2181 0,166 

B. lOS 0,34:29 0,5365 

-
We may obtain a better insight into the action of the capillary 

electrometer in considering in which manner and to what amount 
the different forms of energy are transformed with a given displa
cement of thc meniscus. Fol' this purpose the following representa.
ti on may prove of use in this connection. 
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Suppose that the drawn-out tube of the capil1ary el ectrom eter , 
sec fig. 1, is connected with two vertical tubes, a anu b, filled with 
mercury aDd widened at the upper end. By meaDS of the stop-cocks 
Cl, and jj the communication of a and b with the capillary tube 
can be stopped. 

Fig. J. 

The poles of the capillary electrometer are connected by the con
ductor G. W is a resistance box, CZ a ceIl and P a POHL'S mer
cury key insulating at the beginning the ceIl from the capillary 
electrometer, sa tbat at E there is no P. D. 

We tbiuk at the beginning stop-coek a opened, !1 closed: 1 st po
sition of stop-cocks. Let tbe meniscus ha\'e' its equilibrium position 
at the height mI Suddenly the position of the stop-cocks is inter
changed; 2d position of the stop·cocks. Tha meniscus will move, at 
first fast, then slower and will at last attáin thB equilibrium position 
1112- If DOW the stop-cocks are pJAced again in their first positioll

1 
toen the meniscus wiU return also to its initial level mlo 
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The work done in dü:;placing the meniscus up and down is easily cal
culated. For the only flnal changl3 in tbe apparatus, is the passage of 
mercury from b to a. The quantity of mel'cury passed ean be calculated 
from the section of the capillary tube d, the distance mI - 'In!!, and 
the specific gravity of the mereury s. This quantity is ~l.{=d8(ml-m2), 

M being given in grams 
d in square centimetres 

and mI and m2 in centimetres. Let the difference of level bet ween 
a and b be neentimetres, then the work done is .A = nM gram
centimetres. 

The potential energy of the displaced mercury is transformed into 
heat, partially by means of electric currents, partial1y by mechanical 
friction. 

Tt merits s.ttention that the amount A is not ehanged by changes 
Ül the resistance of the circuit G. An increase of tue resisfance 
causes retardation in the movement of the meniscus; the energy of 
mechanical friction is diminished, whereas that of electric currents 
is increased with the same amount. 

If the stop-cocks have only changed the first for the second 
position and the meniscus has moved from mI to m~, the energy of 
the heat produced is = 1/2 A; for the motion of the mercury in 
the capiJlary - viz. the cause of the mechanical friction and of 
the electric currents -- is, while the meniRcus returns from m2 to 
mI in all phases perfectly equal - but of coutrary direction - to 
the motion of the original displacement from mI to m2' 

Renee in fit'st changing the position of the Htop-coeks a 
quantity of energy must not have been transformed into heat, 
but must have accumulated as elastic tension in the meniscus. 
It is o~ly in retllrning from m~ to mI, that the meniscus delivers 
its energy . 

.An analogous reasoning can be used if the meniscus is displaced 
by the sudden application of a constant P. D. between tbe poles of 
the capi!lary electrometer, tbe pressure in the capillary remaining 
unchanged. 

If the P. D. E is applied hy closing tbe key, see fig. 1, tben there 
will be a temporary current in the circuit G. The work done by 
the current will be Q = E I idT Joules, if E, i and. T are, as 
usually, exprei:ised in Volts, .Ampères and saconds. 

1/2 Q is transformed into heat, whereas 1/2 Q is accumulated in 
the meniscus as in a condensor in the form of an electric charge. 
If with circumstances as for the rest unchanged the applied P. D. -
by opening of the kay - is removed, the meniscus returns to 
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its original position and delivers its energy, which once more is 
partially transformed into eledric currents: The amount of X idT 
in returning must be equal to :2 idT in the original displaceUlent. 
This was easily controlled experimentally. 

The experiments which we have made with a sensitive high
resistance THoMsoN-galvanometer, used as balIistic galvanometer, and 
kindly lent by Prof. KAMERLINGH ONNES, perfectly confirmed the 
s~atements given above. 

The theoretical conclusions, that the value of the integral current 
increases directly as the P. D. used and that it remains unchanged 
with variation of the resistance of the circuit we couid not rigo~ 
ron81y prove by experiment because the time of oscillation of the 
galvanometerneedle was too smaIl. The duration of a displacement 
of the meniscus was with same of the capillary electrometers a con
siderable part of thé oscillation time of the galvanometer 1). 

Yet the results of the galvanometer experiments are flu from 
unsatisfactory as Dlay be proved from the data concernillg capillary 
B 102 in the subjoined tables IV and V. 

TAB L E IV. 

DiJference of 
potelltial. 

40 millivolt. 

100 " 

Menu deficctiou 
with suddeuly 

applied P. D. 

lO,5 mmo 

28,;; , 

.Meun deficction 
with sudde!lly 

remo\'ed 1'. D. 

10,6 mmo 

28,5 11 

Mean dellection 

culaul"ted per 
1 millivolt. 81, 

0.264. mmo 

0,\184 , 

TAB L E Y. 

Resistances inttodllced ill the 
circuit. 

6000 Ohm 

0.4 Megohm 

1 

Mean deflectioll of the gnlv!lno~ 

meter with applied constant 1). D. 

35,5 

:34 

31,5 

mmo 

11 

1) It proved unpracticnble to. arrange the galvanometerforlnrge period. The dnmping 
800n becRllle excessive. 
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The columns 2, 3 and 4 of Table IV give the mean values, 
obtained from experiments with the rnercul'y as positive pole and 
the sulphuric acid as negative pole and rcciprocally. Usually thc 
deflections, calculatcd for 1 millivolt at first slightly increased with 
increasing P. D. tben reached a maximum and further decreased. 

On account of tbe above mentioned relatively toa short oscillation 
time of the galvanometer, the maximum vaIue of el probabIy will 
be the most accurate for calculating tbe work done, we therefore 
will make use only of the maximum. 

The values in column 2 of Table Vare obtained only with 
mercury as tbe positive pole, sulphurié acid as negative pole. They 
repl'esent tbe means of obsorvatioDs with suddenly applied and 
suddenly annulled P. D. I I 

For three capillary electrometers 1 have calculated the work 
necessary for tbe motion up and down of the meniscus, the difference 
of potential being E = 1 millivolt. 

The calculation always was made in two different manners, in 
the first place from mechanical principles using the difference of 
presEure, necessary for tbe displacement and the dimensions of tbe 
capillary; in the second place from electrical principles using tbe 
deflections of the galvanometer, see Table VI. 

TABLE VI. 

W ork dOlle as oaloulated from dimen- W ork done oalcu-

Number sions of tbe capillary-electrometer and latcd from galvano. 

of the the manometer readings meter readings 

capillary. 

I 
in 

iu gram-centimo in Joules. Joules. 

-9 -13 -13 
B. lOl 1,282 X 10 1,258 X 10 1,405 X 10 

B. 102 2,209 11 , 2,162 Jf , 2,1:17 , 11 

B. 103 8,05 11 11 7,9 H , 6,16 11 , 

Tbe agreement between tbe vallles of columns 3 and 4 of the 
given Table VI, though not very beautiful may yet be called 
satisfactoI'Y considering tbe different measurements necessary in 
calcu]ating the resuJt. 

Ooncluding, we will see what part of the work done is spent 
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in surmounting the mechanical friction, what part for the production 
of electric currents. 

Let the total quantity of heat developed in a complete up and 
down motion of the meniscus hy the Budden applieation and annulling 
of a given P. D. ba A, the heat produced by mechanical friction 
Ar, by electric currents Az, then 

A = Al +.Az • • • • • • • • (4) 

Let the initial velocity of the meniscus af ter the application of 
the given P. D. bp. 'Vo, then is 

Formula (3) reading 

becomes for y = 0 

UYo 
'110=-· 

tlT 

dy _ 1 
dT- a+bw (y*-y), 

dyo 1 
va = --- = ----- . y* • 

dT a + bw 

Al varies directly as 'Va hence with a given value y*, also as 
1 

----. Therefore we write 
a+bw 

• . (5) 

b heing a constant. 
Fo! w = 0 the heat produced by mechanical friction becomes 

aqual to tbe total work. The last remains the same for every value 
of w, henee we may put 

1 
A = ç . -. . . . . . . . . (6) 

a 

From tbe formulae (5) and (6) follows 

.Al a 

A= a+bw 
• (7) 

9 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. H. 
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and from (6) and (7) 

A2 btv 

A== a+bw 
• • (8) 

In the subjoined table are given for a fow capillary electrometers, 
examined without purposely inserted resistance the values of Al 
and As in percentages of A. 

TABLE VII. 

Nmn"" 01"'1'00 x A, 
capillary. .ti. 

100 x.J~ 
.d 

G. 103 91 9 

B. 101 92 8 

B. 102 93 7 

B 103 96 4 

In the course of these experiments \'aluable assistance has been 
given by Mr. H. W. BLÖTE and Mr. H. K. DE HAAS. 

Botamcs. - Prof. BEIJERINCK speaks: "On the FOl'mafion of Indigo 
from the Woad (lsatis tindoria)" 1). 

Same years ago I wished to become acquainted with the so-called 
"indigo-fermentation ", about which nearer particulars had been 
communicated by Mr. ALVAREZ. He examined lndigofm'a and says:2). 

"If a decoction of the plant is prepared and sterilised atfer 
passing it into test-tubes or PASTEuR's·flasks, the reddish colour of 

I) It WilS first Jlly intention to treat /IOn the function of enzymes IInd bacteria 
in the formation of indigo." I 118ve declined this plan fol' the moment. and give now 
only purt of my experiments, becnuse I see that a150 Mr. HAZEWINKEL, of the Experi. 
menlstation for Inuie;o at Klaten. Java, bas obtnined importànt re~l1lts about thnt 
very subject, wbich results, for pnrticulnf reasom, have however been imparted till now 
to a few experts only. Yet I canoot nvoid mentioning some fncts, found hy me, tre 
priority of whic)! perhnps pertailIs to Mr. HAZEWINKEL, without my being nble to 
acknowledge his daim. One indiscretion. however, I urn obliged te commit: Mr. HAZE

WINKEL has, alrendy befere me, establislIed the fact, that hy tl\e nctiou of the indigo
enzyme and of acids on indicnn, indosyl is produced. 

2} Oomptes rendus T. 105, pag. 287, 1887. 


